The purpose of this study is to examine the difference between perception of affordances and motor performance in young adults (in their 20s) and aging adults (in their 60s, 70s and 80s). In the first experiment, to determine the distance which would be used in the second experiment, we examined how viewing distances affected the perception of affordances on a stepping-over task. As a result, we found that a 4 meter distance was suitable for the following experiment. In the second experiment, we compared, in young adults and aging adults, the perceived maximum height to the actual maximum height of a bar which the subjects could step over. We found that for the stepping-over task the perception of affordances did not show a generational difference, while the actual motor performance did. In particular, aging adults older than 80 years showed this difference more clearly. This suggests that if young adults can estimate their motor performance precisely, then motor perceptual ability progressively declines in aging.

Introduction

The ability to move safely throughout the world is not the result of motor performance* alone; perceptual sensitivity to the surrounding environment is also critical\(^1\). Haptic, auditory, and visual sources of information all play a role in guiding our actions\(^2\). For example, vision is useful in choosing the most appropriate mode of locomotion, depending upon properties of the ground surface, and in picking the path around obstacles to be taken. Successful action is a simultaneous function of perceptual sensitivities and motor capabilities. One example of this type of inter-relation between perception and action systems is seen in the concept of affordances. Gibson\(^3\) defined affordances as being what the environment offers an observer with reference to his or her action capabilities.

Several studies have examined actor-environmental fit between perception of affordances* and actual motor performance by comparing perceived to actual maximum (critical) motion of subjects climbing obstructions without using their hands\(^4,5\), walking through apertures\(^6\), and stepping over obstructions\(^7\). Experimental investigations of young adults’ perceptions about the affordances of various actions, such as climbing stairs and stepping over obstructions, have revealed two main findings. First, perceptual judgments are categorical: once a critical point has been reached, judgments of capabilities change from “able” to “unable”. Second, perceptual judgments of capabilities are related to actual action capabilities, with relatively accurate perceptual assessments of motor capabilities.

However, the subjects in these studies were nearly all young adults. A few attempts have been made regarding these relationships as affected by aging. Konczak et al.\(^5\) studied the difference between the highest stair reached when both young adults and aging adults could climb without using their hands. Moreover, they compared the highest stair which the subjects estimated, with the highest one which they could actually climb. The result indicated no statistical difference between the perception of affordance and the actual motor performance of younger adults, or of aging adults.

There have been some studies that used other
methods to compare perceiving ability to actual performance. The estimated duration to complete motor movement is highly correlated with the duration necessary to actually perform the same movement in young subjects. Skoura et al. examined the temporal features of estimated and actual action as a function of aging through a pointing task which included a range of difficulties. In this study, they observed that actual motor performance of only the complex task deteriorated, while motor perception remained unchanged in old age (70s). This result showed that some particularly complex and difficult motor actions perturbed the excellent congruence of motor performance and motor perception in aging adults.

It is clear that if the difficulty and the complexity of the task affect motor performance and perception of affordances, then the motor performance of aging adults older than 80 years may differ more from their motor perception. A more demanding motor performance for aging adults older than 80 years may be all the more impaired. On the other hand, the changing of perception of affordances remains unknown.

Given the above-mentioned observations, the goal of this study was to examine the difference between the perception of affordances and the motor performance of aging adults in their 60s, 70s and 80s, and young adults in their 20s. The task used in this experiment was stepping over a bar, the height of which is changeable. One of the main reasons why this task of stepping over a bar was chosen is that this movement needs sophisticated balance ability, and is easily hampered by aging. We hypothesized that the actual motor performance would deteriorate in the stepping-over task, while the perception of affordances would remain unchanged in aging adults older than 80 years.

However, in order to know perception of affordances about height, it is necessary to determine the viewing distance between subjects and task. Mark et al. studied subjects who were asked to make judgments about the perceived maximum seat height at which they could sit, and the perceived maximum height they could climb, for five different distances. For each subject and each task, results showed that perception of affordances decreased monotonically as the subjects went farther away. Therefore, perception of affordances in the stepping-over task may be changed by the viewing distance.

Two experiments were conducted in this report. In Experiment 1, the effects of various measurement distances on perception of affordance for a stepping-over task were examined. Experiment 2 tested the difference between the perception of affordance and the motor performance of aging adults and young adults.

**Word definitions in this study**
- Motor performance is to execute a planned motion and to express it as an action.
- Perception of affordance is defined as an action boundary, that is, a phase transition beyond which a change in behavior, “possible” or “impossible” must take place.
- Motor perception is the internal movement which is perceived in the mind without actual physical movement.
- Viewing distance is the distance between the point at which the subjects are standing and the measurement instrument of the given task.

**Experiment 1**

**Features of Perception of Affordances with Viewing Distance**

The first experiment has its origins which suggest that observers tend to underestimate their perception of affordances as their viewing distance increases from the place at which they are looking. The previous study used the height subjects were able to climb without using their hands and to sit down as the tasks. The aim of the first experiment was to examine the effect of viewing distance on perceiving affordances for the stepping-over task.

**Methods**

**Subjects**

The first experiment involved 10 young adults (3 female, 7 male). Average age was 22.5 (SD = 1.1) years old. The subjects were students in Hiroshima University or Graduate School of Hiroshima University. All subjects were in good health with healthy vision and without any nervous, muscular, or cognitive disorder. An examiner explained to all participants about the measurements and privacy policy and they signed consent forms. Approval for this study was obtained from institutional (Graduate School of Health Sciences, Hiroshima University) review board.

**Equipments**

Measurements were performed by using a bar, the height of which could be changed. The bar was support-
ed by two poles. The bar and two poles were each painted in black and white. The length and thickness of the bar was 180 cm × 0.6 cm. Both of the poles were the same shape, 106 cm high and 3 cm wide. On each pole nails were driven in at 1 cm intervals in the range from 10 to 105 cm off the floor. A 4.8 m width × 2 m height white screen was suspended from the ceiling, 1 m away behind the bar.

**Procedures**

1) Perceived Height (PH)

PH was obtained for four distances (1 m, 2 m, 4 m and 8 m). Measurement order of different distances was randomized by means of a table of random numbers. At each distance, subjects judged if they could step over the bar without using their hands, or not. At first, the heights of the bar were changed by 5 cm intervals between 50 cm and 100 cm in random order, at four viewing distances. In the next step, we examined 1 cm intervals between the highest height they estimated to step over and the lowest height they estimated not to. If the border of "able to step over" or "not able to step over" was not a definite answer, the subjects would estimate again the unsure height until a clear answer was obtained. As a result, the highest height they estimated was regarded as PH.

Before measurements were taken, the subjects were instructed to "Please answer if you can step over the bar in front of you or not. Please, imagine stepping over it as just stepping over without using your hands or jumping when you step over." Moreover, they were also informed of the following three points: (1) to close their eyes when the examiner moves the bar, (2) to keep standing without moving their bodies during measurements, and (3) not to compare the height of the bar with something surrounding it. The examiner hid behind the screen during the judgment in order to be out of the subjects' view.

2) Actual Height (AH)

First of all, the subjects actually stepped over the bar from the same height as the PH that was measured before. They had two practice trials before measurement trials. If the first trial resulted in failure, that is, when the bar falls, the bar was lowered by 1 cm. Measurements were repeated thereafter until a height that subjects were able to step over was reached. On the other hand, if the result of the first trial was successful, the bar was raised by 1 cm. Measurements were repeated until a failure occurred. As a result of this procedure, maximum actual height that the subjects could step over was regarded as actual height (AH).

3) Leg Length (LL)

Measures of leg length were obtained for each subject so that PH and AH could be divided by leg length (LL) and became comparable values among individuals. LL was the sum of the upper leg length from trochanter major to lateral epicondyle of femur, and lower leg length from lateral epicondyle of femur to lateral malleolar of fibula. Standing height of all subjects was also measured.

**Statistical Methods**

Statistical analyses were performed with values of PH and AH divided by LL. The analysis was performed using statview 5.0. p values < 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

One-factorial ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparison post hoc test was used to determine differences of AH / LL, and PH / LL for each distance.

**Results**

Figure 1 displays the average values (±SD) of PH / LL at four distances and the AH / LL. The average of PH / LL gradually decreased with increasing distance, 1.029 (SD = 0.054) for 1 m, 0.986 (SD = 0.045) for 2 m, 0.940 (SD = 0.038) for 4 m and 0.901 (SD = 0.042) for 8 m. The ANOVA analysis showed statistical significance (F<sub>4,45</sub> = 6.426, p = 0.011) and the post hoc analysis revealed a significant difference between AH / LL and PH / LL at 4 m and 8 m.
Discussion

It was found from the result of the first experiment that the perception of affordances for the stepping-over task descended as the viewer distance became further. The result of the first experiment corresponded to the findings of the previous study using sitting down and climbing tasks. In both present and previous studies, subjects tended to underestimate their perceived ability at further distances. The precision of estimation may become less important at distances that require considerable locomotion before the stepping-over action can begin. On the other hand, the precision of information may be important at relatively short distances.

However, the current results showed that the standard deviation of PH at short distances was wider, while the standard deviation of PH at the 4-meter-distance was the smallest of all distances. Thinking of the following measurement, the results suggest that the perception of affordances can be more precisely obtained at this distance. One of the causes may be useful field of view. The angle of useful field of view is said to be approximately 20°. At short distances useful field of view may be narrower than the height which subjects judged. In particular, in judging heights an eye-height scale is used. In other words, the angle between eye-height line and the surface on which the judged obstruction is located is referred to as the judged height of it. Therefore, if the viewing distance becomes narrow, the angle between eye-height and the surface will be too wide to judge the obstruction. That is why the judgment at short distances becomes dispersed. For this reason, a 4-meter-distance was selected for the second experiment.

Experiment 2

Perceived Height and Actual Height of Aging Adults (60s, 70s and 80s) and Young Adults (20s)

Methods

Subjects

Subjects were young adults in their 20s and aging adults in their 60s, 70s and 80s. The subjects for young adults were students in Hiroshima University or Graduate School of Hiroshima University. None of them participated in the first experiment. The subjects for aging adults lived in a community of S town in H Prefecture. Selection criteria used required that participants did not have dementia and did not use a cane in daily living. Subjects who didn’t have enough good eyesight and cognitive ability to make the measurements were also excluded.

The number of subjects was fifteen in their 20s (7 male, 8 female), eighteen in their 60s (5 male, 13 female), twenty-six in their 70s (8 male, 18 female), and fifteen in their 80s (6 male, 9 female). Mean ages were 23.3 (SD = 2.2) for the 20s, 63.4 (SD = 3.0) for the 60s, 73.8 (SD = 2.5) for the 70s and 83.3 (SD = 2.8) for the 80s. An examiner explained to all subjects the measurements and privacy policy, and they signed consent forms. Approval for this study was obtained from institutional (Graduate School of Health Sciences, Hiroshima University) review board.

Procedures

Measurements were taken for PH, AH and LL. The same equipment as the first experiment was used. The experimental procedure was also similar to that for PH, AH and LL of Experiment 1. For aging adults, grip strength, functional reach, and maximum walking time were assessed to examine their physical ability.

PH was obtained for only the 4 meter distance between subjects and the bar. The measurement interval was changed from 1 cm in Experiment 1 to 5 cm in Experiment 2 because aging adults can suffer from fatigue from a long measurement time. PH was measured by 5 cm intervals between 50 cm and 100 cm (11 heights) for young adults, and between 20 cm and 90 cm (15 heights) for aging adults. After the measurement of PH, AH was measured by 5 cm intervals from the same height as the previously measured PH. The measurement of AH was performed using the same procedure as in the first experiment.

Grip strength was measured in the dominant hand using a dynamometer while the subject was standing with elbow fully extended. The functional reach was measured as the maximal reach a participant could achieve while maintaining a fixed-based standing posture. Maximum walking time was obtained by timing how long it took for participants to walk as fast as possible for 10 meters. For all of the measurements of physical ability, the average of two trails was used as the score.

Statistical Methods

Statistical analyses were performed with values of PH and AH divided by LL. The statistical significance
Results

The average values and standard deviation of PH, AH, LL and standing height of each generation are shown in Table 1. The average of both PH and AH showed a tendency to decrease with the generation being older. PH and AH were divided by LL for each subject, and the average values and standard deviation are also shown in Table 1.

Physical ability is also displayed in Table 1. All of the items of physical ability were likely to decline with aging. The results of functional reach ($F_{2,56}= 5.652$, $p=0.0058$) and maximum walking time($F_{2,56}= 10.253$, $p=0.0002$) of younger aging adults were significantly better than those of older aging adults.

Figure 2 displays the average value (±SD) of PH/LL and AH/LL for each age group. We performed paired t-test to determine differences in PH/LL and AH/LL intra-generationally. The results revealed that PH/LL was significantly lower than AH for those in their 20s ($t= 4.782$, $p=0.0003$). On the other hand, there were no significant differences between PH and AH, for the aging adults in their 60s ($t= 0.412$, $p= 0.6853$), 70s ($t= 0.578$, $p= 0.5682$) or 80s ($t= 0.420$, $p= 0.6810$).

PH/LL inter-generationally showed no significant difference ($F_{3,70}= 1.1$, $p= 0.36$). However, compared with the average values of PH for those in their 20s and 60s, the average values for those in their 70s and 80s were slightly lower, and the standard deviation tended to widen. On the other hand, we observed a significant difference in AH inter-generationally ($F_{3,70}= 12.83$, $p<0.0001$). As a result of the post-hoc test, there were significant differences between those in their 20s and 70s ($p=0.0001$), 20s and 80s ($p<0.0001$), and 60s and 80s ($p=0.0174$), which showed that the older generations...
The age-related decrease in the height that they could step over was initially attributed to biomechanical factors. Aging affected the motor ability for the stepping-over task which required a high degree of motor skill, such as balance, muscle strength and joint flexibility, which are also known to decline with age. The results of this study also showed declination of physical ability with aging. Some studies have shown that muscle strength is connected with the stepping-over task for aging adults. These studies have also described that a higher stepping task is more strongly correlated with lower body muscle strength, and demands more muscle activation. Body muscle, especially lower body muscle which is related to the stepping-over task, is easily affected by aging. Moreover, unlike young adults, aging adults use different muscle co-contraction in order to balance themselves during upright standing because of a threat to the individual’s ability to stay stable.

Motor Perception

The most salient finding in this study was that the perception of affordances was less influenced by aging than actual actions. Surprisingly, even the group in their 80s didn’t show a significant difference with the other age groups. These findings point out that the estimation of movement is stagnant, notwithstanding actual motor performance decline with aging. Perception of affordances ability progressively declines with age.

Motor perception is based on previous experience. The barrier crossing ability of infants is also most influenced by walking experience. Aging adults may have
less opportunity to experience walking or stepping over high obstructions. Therefore, they may not revise their motor perception in compliance with their motor performance.

**Intra-generational comparison of motor perception with motor performance**

Another important finding is that for all of the aging groups, there was no significant difference between estimated motor perception and actual motor performance. Conversely, actual performance of the young group was significantly higher than motor perception. We hypothesized that young adults would show correspondence between motor perception and actual motor performance, and on the contrary, aging adults, especially the group older than 80 years would show a gap. Other past studies which used a comparison of perceived to actual maximum motion indicated close coincidence of motor perception and actual motor performance\textsuperscript{4-7}. This conflict between the present study and previous studies may be caused by the character of the measurement task.

Some studies of gait when stepping over obstacles demonstrated that the motion of the lower limbs resulted in a much larger clearance between the foot and obstacle than that found between the foot and ground during level walking\textsuperscript{20}. This research may indicate that people need a safety margin to step over an obstacle. In the results of the present study, there were no young people whose PH was higher than the AH. Meanwhile, the number of negative AP values in the old group tended to increase with aging: 33.3% in their 60s, 42.4% in their 70s, and 46.7% in their 80s. Consequently, most young adults may have a safety margin, and some aging adults may not. This protective gait strategy may be peculiar to the motion of stepping over obstacles which are more dangerous.

We found that perceived height varied with the viewing distance in the first experiment. The perceived height became higher with farther distance between the bar and the participant. Moreover, the 4-meter-distance for the second experiment seemed to be an appropriate method because perceived heights at shorter distances were dispersed in the first experiment. Mark\textsuperscript{7} reported that the perceived maximum height of climbing and sitting declined with viewing distance. This result is similar to that of the present study. People use levels of eye height to judge the height of objects\textsuperscript{21}. The farther the distance between an object and a viewer is, the lower the level of eye height is\textsuperscript{7}. Hence, young adults may have estimated that the actual performance was significantly higher than the perceived height at 4 m and 8 m viewing distances in the first experiment.

AP values showed that the relationship between PH and AH for the aging group differed more than that for the young group. This result indicated the difference between aging adults and young adults regarding motor performance and motor perception. If young people have excellent congruence between motor performance and motor perception, the congruence of aging adults may be disturbed. Owing to more decline in motor performance with aging, aging adults older than 80 years may have stronger confusion compared to younger ones.

**Conclusion**

As a conclusion, we propose that the gap between motor performance and motor cognition causes some risks in aged life such as falling. For proper movement of aging adults, cognitive feedback of movement may be important. In this study, we inductively speculated about the relationship between motor perception and motor performance from only the one task of stepping over a bar. Therefore, further studies examining other demanding tasks for aging adults may be necessary for a more complete understanding.
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